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Abstract: NLP (Natural Language Processing) is a technology used by computers to understand human 

language. Words are the basic unit for Language segmentation. Structural difference of data in various 

environments may not map directly, this paper introduces the word learning and getting multi word from 

various sources. Each word with multi sub structure converting to same word pattern. Most common 

used words are made as long-term word set and language segmentation processing is proposed. Average 

prediction processing method on word segmentation for processing speed is shown efficient.  

Index Terms: language segmentation, long-tem word set, prediction processing method. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION   

With the develeopmen of IOT and technology, a 

large amount of data types and strucutes have 

been accumulated in scientific areas. The 

observation of same semantic is difficult, various 

methods often used to get data from multiple 

readings, and these data has different channels 

with the same concepts. Each data set said as 

model and perspectives. Different modals together 

have multi-modal data for same specifications. 

Natural Language Processing is a technology for 

human-computer interaction and AI. 

NLP has focus on the analysis of language 

recognition and social media data. The training of 

each word learning with effectiveness is more 

important. Another problem is connection 

between more layer structure with representations. 

The methods available for word segmentation 

algorithm based on supervised learning are as 

follows: 

1. The method with highest recall rate of 

72.9% closes test extraction with algorithm 

an dictionary structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. English word segmentation by rule-based 

methods suitable dictionaries according to 

special scenarios. 

3. Big data as natural processing for word 

segmentation by parallel computing and 

able to perform parallel learning on large-

scale training data. 

4. Global information as dictionary data for 

word matching in statistical and structural 

sentences. 

5. Labeling through indexing algorithms based 

on fragments in query processing systems. 

 

Most of the word segmentation methods has 

less dependency of text with time sequences. We 

propose a model to improve the processing 

efficiency of word segmentation. Since machine 

learning models cannot have dependency on time 

sequencing in both directions. We use a method 

for recurring words and combine the occurrences 

count of words in different models.  
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II.  WORD EXTRATION BY NLP 

A. Natural Language Processing 

 

NLP has Text segmentation and word 

segmentation The Text segmentation faces 

problem of word segmentation. Segmentation 

divides a given sentence to meaning  word 

phrases. Text alignment is very important with the 

processed scope to the content of words stored.  

How to get the correct segmentation is the most 

prior affects of the word segmentation system. 

When we process text in any language grammar is 

important and words are basic unit. Words are the 

main concept of information retrieval. The text 

retrieval and extraction of words are basic terms. 

The basic word segmentation methods are by 

words, scanning from right to left, scanning from 

left to right, comparisons. 

Drawback for word segmentation is cost and 

time. Tagging the words with grammar and 

identifying the vocabulary type. Collecting the 

taggers count and finding probability for each 

grammar terms. 

Possible Features in Word are as follows: 

 

1. Binary 

2. Categorical or continuous 

3. Structured data with size and forms 

4. Classifiable and quantitative 

 

Considering only the words for segmentation 

not taking other set of data for processing is very 

important. Sentences or data sets with more 

features are learned using flow pattern embedding 

learning as most effective. Word extraction has 

pattern learning with word metric mapping and 

word counting sequence. 

Word metric takes various word patterns and 

results in pictorial notation. Word pattern, word 

length and scanning process are input for word 

metric. This method results in two word samples 

which are occurring in most. Less word length 

data sets will be more efficient for this method.  

Drawback for this process is only takes less 

length words and computation with storage is 

huge.  

Word counting sequence has sample pair or 

words with similar length by scanning. If this is 

done then word count is incremented by one. 

Drawback of this method is words with different 

characteristics and means exactly same.  

 
Figure1. Word Segmentation Process with Sub 

Layers 

 

As shown in the Figure 1, the word 

segmentation proposed with the word learning and 

getting multi word from various sources. Each 

word with multi sub structure converting to same 

word pattern. Most common used words are made 

as long-term word set and language segmentation 

processing is done. 

The following are the phases in each word 

Learning process: 

1. Pattern collection for each word sub layer. 

2. Characteristic findings for each pattern. 

3. Long Term Word-Set formation. 

4. Counting sequence for each word. 

5. Sub structuring as: 

     5.1. Sequence of substructure. 

     5.2. Count of word. 

     5.3. Pattern matching. 

6. Conversion to same word patterns. 
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Figure2. Characteristics findings for each 

pattern 

We propose model for different raw data words 

with feature extraction and eliminate the 

differences in each pattern. 

A characteristic finding has following steps: 

 

1. Input taken as set of words from various 

data sets in the form of sentences. 

2. Finding the spacings between character by 

distance vector algorithms. 

3. Collecting right to left and left to right 

scanning values in each word set. 

4. Counting the occurrence of each word in 

different patterns. 

5. Updating the pattern count. 

6. Optimization of feature with Long word set. 

7. Finding error in each word pattern 

8. Rectifying the error (spaces, length and 

word count) 

9. Input to the feature extraction process. 

10. Word set formation. 

III.  RESULT ANALYSIS 

The ability to find the word segmentation in 

various techniques is compared to the proposed 

method. The main advantage is the sub structuring 

by different algorithms and applied data set are 

accurate.Already existing methods NUS-WIDE-

Object has word modularity and image modularity 

for text data. The data loss in PCA method and 

data classification using PCA+SCM is less 

accurate for image and word segmentation. The 

characteristics or feature extraction in this model 

is very accurate.  

The dimensions of each model are compared in 

terms of accuracy and data sets are as follows: 

 

 
 

Figure3. Dimensionality and accuracy  

 

The obtained dimensionality and accuracy 

features is measured with effectively integrated 

modals. The model is tested by reduce in 

dimensionality and multi model data. 

The proposed model has the performance and 

validity of each model is shown with each 

dimensionality. In order to verify of given model 

in this paper we have set of models with observed 

values and features. The experimental results 

indicated with dimensionality and training data 

given as range values. The classification reduce is 

the missing data model.  

The difference in dimensionality is taken as for 

further processing sequence and concluded with 

the values where only one set of data is given. The 

resultant set of data is the most occurrence count 

of each word taken in considering grammar of 

Language. 

IV.  WORD PROCESSING 

The segmentation is done based on the 

characters count in each sequence of sentences. 
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Each count is taken by the set of defined grammar 

rules of a language. The commonly used 

annotation set for sentence, middle of sentence, 

end of sentences and individual set of words.  

English word segmentation is of three parts. 

1. Characters converted to vector matrix 

through words. 

2. Conversions of words with multiple words 

pattern. 

3. Words classification by index tagging. 

 

Algorithm of Word segmentation and 

processing 

1. Given a sentence of characters as input. 

2. Window with loaded character set and 

scanning each character from left to right 

and right to left. 

3. Applying the linear conversion from the set 

if input sentences. 

4. Finding the weight matrix and deviation 

coefficient for each sentence. 

5. Getting the character level result by use of 

index labeling to each input character. 

 

Proposed Model for Word Segmentation: 

1. Data set and practical steps in extraction of 

words from each model. 

2. Sentence as input and perform word vector 

conversion through word2vec, word 

changed to space vector with length in 

vector matrix. 

3. Obtaining the feature vector for each sub set 

of words in the collection of sequence 

framing. 

4. Grammar based segmentation on each 

words segmentation process. 

5. Taking random data and framing the 

selected training set of data models. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a theoretical concept of 

multi model features extraction from sentences 

based on given data model and structure of 

training data model. In order to verify this model 

as series of comparative experiments has to be 

carried out. The proposed model with some 

practical data has been more effective and low-

dimensional fusion feature from the original data 

models. 
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